BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE IN THE CLOUD

ABSTRACT

Cloud computing has become an important topic to research because of the value it can provide to the business. In this article, the researcher examined how Business Intelligence (BI) can be offered to the business over the Internet as a solution. BI environments, however, require a large capital layout to implement and support the large volumes of data that needs to be analysed to identify trends. It also requires enormous processing power which places pressure on the business resources. The goal of this article is to show how BI will be offered as a Software as a Service (SaaS) solution to the business. The BI SaaS solution will allow companies to reduce cost of having a BI solution and also having access to the latest software which will give the business an edge on their competition. By making use of a literature review the researcher were able gather and present evidence to support the value that the BI SaaS solution will add to the business and how such a BI SaaS solution will look like. As part of this research paper the researcher will also identify the challenges that the business will face when making us a BI SaaS solution.

INTRODUCTION

Having knowledge about the business environment is key for keeping the business profitable and competitive in today’s business environment. By having the right insight into your environment, you will be able to take the necessary actions to address trends in the market and allowing you to identify opportunities quickly and get the most of it. To make sure that businesses have knowledge about its environment, it is beneficial to make use of Business Intelligence (BI) to produce and process information about the environment for strategic purposes.

For businesses to have better insight into their operations it is important to apply data analysis techniques on their information to drive decisions and actions. This will allow them to set the right strategy to achieve increased sales, identify issues and to become a dynamic business that can meet today’s challenges of fast delivery.

Processing large amounts of data in the data warehouse requires enormous processing power and space. These resources are key for businesses to run its daily operations and information technology (IT) departments cannot provide additional processing power to the data warehouse until after hours. In this case cloud computing can be used successfully to provide scalability for peak periods when needed and only pay for what is used.

The purpose of our research was to investigate how cloud computing could be used to provide a BI Software as a Service (SaaS) solution to the business. In this article, the researcher will be answering the following questions:

- How does the BI SaaS look and work?
- Which BI vendors provide this service over the Internet?
- What are the advantages that businesses will receive when making use of BI SaaS solution?
- What are the challenges faced when making use of a BI SaaS solution?

HAVING THE RIGHT INSIGHT IN BUSINESS

BI provides businesses with a solution to combine and analyse data sources and derive valuable information from this data, providing key insights and data points used to make informed and intelligent business decisions. These solutions include data warehousing, data mining and trend analysis systems (Bell & Todd 2007).

Profit and performance of a business is improved by making use of BI to organise key information to be able to make decisions and take actions. BI combines products, technology and methods which assist in improving business performance which increases revenues and/or reduce costs (Williams & Williams 2007).

One of the greatest gaps that companies are facing today is how to effectively manage information. Nine out of ten executives of large US companies believe they need stronger information management capabilities to thrive and grow (Chisholm & Human 2006). By implementing BI solutions, the business has the capability to access new data to better inform management decisions. This translates into cost savings to the business because organisational recourses are more effectively allocated (Chisholm & Human 2006).

In order to see how BI can benefit the business the researcher will have a look at the following example of how BI improved the logistics management of businesses where these businesses have faced increased complexity in managing their logistics. This increased complexity in logistics management has led many companies to outsource their logistics activities to Third Party Logistics (3PL) providers.
To effectively manage the supply chains of their customers, 3PLs are using BI tools, like data warehousing and Online Analytical Processing (OLAP), to constantly analyse data collected from various sources and convert it into actionable information. By providing a unified view of the supply chain, these tools help 3P to improve services like transportation management, warehousing and inventory management and thereby provide clients with information specific to their supply chain, increasing the client’s market responsiveness (Chung, Chen, & Jay 2002).

By making use of BI, companies are able to retain profitable customers and attract others like them, by creating marketing programs that reflect each customer’s uniqueness and preferences. BI also allows companies to monitor changes in behaviour of customers that could trigger specific actions and this provides companies with the opportunity to increase sales per customer by predicting which are most likely to buy a certain product. This is done by adjusting pricing strategies to counter competition and maximise profitability and proactively monitor, diagnose and predict customer service requirements instead of waiting for breakages or outages to occur at the customer’s site. BI allows the business to allocate limited resources for optimal advantage, including budget, staff and IT systems (Maini 2010:6).

Companies are facing the following challenges when making use of BI (LaValle 2009:3):

• A pressing need exists for companies to reduce capital expenditure and operational cost.
• There is a shortage of skills to effectively create and maintain a business analytics solution that adds value to the business.
• The business of today generate large volumes of data from all different data sources, including enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems, customer relationship management (CRM) solutions, Global Positioning System (GPS) logs and tweets.
• The velocity with which data is generated is enormous and arrives on a daily, hourly and real-time basis. This requires powerful machines to process the data to identify trends in the data and can sometimes only be executed in the evening not to effect the business during working hours.
• The business requires an on-demand solution for sales analysis, supply chain visibility, customer analytics, merchandising and product analysis.
• In order to control infrastructure costs can be an enormous task to ensure that the appropriate infrastructure is available for peak times.
• The cost for implementing and maintaining a business analytics solution is expensive.

BI offers businesses a solution to analyse their data and allows them to make informed business decisions to improve the profit and performance of the business. However, BI is expensive to implement and maintain and also requires powerful infrastructure which is sometimes only available after hours. The recession brought a pressing need for businesses to reduce cost but still have the right technology in place to allow them to make decisions that allows them to identify opportunities and proactively identify risks that can affect the business. This is where cloud computing can offer businesses a solution to reduce cost but still have access to best of breed solutions.

**USING THE CLOUD TO ACHIEVE BUSINESS AGILITY**

Cloud Computing provides IT capabilities to companies via the Internet which is dynamically scalable from third party vendors. Cloud Computing is driven by economies of scale in which there is a pool of virtualised and dynamically-scalable computing power, providing storage, platforms and services on demand to external customers via the Internet. This represents a new paradigm for companies’ IT operations where a pay-as-you-go business model will be used to procure, deliver and support infrastructure, platform, application and business processes capabilities. Companies need not have knowledge of, expertise in, or control over the technology infrastructure in the cloud that supports them (Foster, Zhao, Raicu & Lu 2008).

Cloud computing consists of four layers of which Industry Clouds are the top layer of the stack as seen in the diagram below. Industry Clouds are externally provisioned service for managing a business process that is Internet-enabled. Examples of these services include claims processing, expense management or procurement and the processes are typically priced on a per-transaction basis exist (Daugherty & Raj 2008:4).

The next layer in the cloud computing stack is the Application Cloud (desktop and collaboration, SaaS). Application Clouds provide services from procurement to ERP systems and content management systems. These applications run on the third-party infrastructure and companies subscribe to these services based on the number of users or seats (Daugherty & Raj 2008:4).

The third layer is the Platform Cloud which allows software vendors to develop and deploy online applications quickly, using the third-party infrastructure (Daugherty & Raj 2008:5). The last layer in the cloud computing stack is the Infrastructure Cloud or Utility Computing which is where the cloud computing vendor provides ‘raw’ infrastructure, such as processing power, network bandwidth, storage and memory to companies on an on-demand basis (Daugherty & Raj 2008:5).

Cloud computing is a construct that allows applications to be hosted on either a private or a public cloud. The software for these cloud applications are used out of the box as it is and minimum changes are required to get it working. The cloud provider does all the patching and upgrades as well as keeping the infrastructure running (Veltie, Veltie & Elsenpeter 2010:10).

Applications can be hosted for a business by either making use of a dedicated server or a private or public cloud. A dedicated server is a server dedicated to running certain software applications (EduCause, 2009). All the resources for this server are only dedicated to a certain software application and cannot be shared to other applications if they, for example, require more processing power.
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**FIGURE 1**

**FIGURE 2**
When a business moves to a Private Cloud it provides flexible power to the business making use of their own IT infrastructure. Demand for resources can be managed dynamically to meet the needs of the department computing power. The advantage of this is that it is behind the security of the business’ firewall. This allows companies to make the most of their existing hardware and network infrastructure by building a Private Cloud (Ubuntu, n.d.)

The Public Cloud provides services which is accessible from anywhere in the world and allows businesses to scale the resources required for their computing needs dynamically when required. The Public Cloud infrastructure is owned and managed by a business that sells cloud services to the general public (Microsoft 2010).

Cloud-based services are available at all levels of the enterprise technology stack. Businesses will be free to evolve individual IT models based strictly on business needs rather than technology constraints. This new, adaptable IT framework could simplify managing cost, scale and agility. Cloud Computing will create a new wave of innovations in the cloud and an increased computing industrialisation of IT. These innovations will result in changes in business models and allow new levels of benefit for companies tapping into its power (Swaminathan, Daugherty & Tobolski 2009).

**BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE ON DEMAND**

By making use of cloud computing, companies are able to solve the issues that they are experiencing with their current onsite BI solutions. Having an on-demand BI solution will allow companies to reduce their operation cost and make use of the solution on a subscription basis. This eliminates the need for going through long capital requests and the business is able to get access to the system immediately, allowing the IT department to accelerate the speed of value to the business.

The on-demand BI solution is delivered as a SaaS solution to the business. The software solution is delivered via the Web on an annual or monthly service fee, rather than an up-front purchase basis. This SaaS solution is that provided from a third party over the Internet can provide increased operational and financial flexibility and reduced maintenance and support of the technology.

Figure 4 shows how the BI solution will be defined in a cloud computing environment. On a daily basis, transactional data will be extracted from the client environment, transformed and loaded into the business cubes in the data warehouse.

The data warehouse and data mining tools in the cloud environment will be used to provide the business with the information and tools that they need to make both operational and strategic business decisions. The data warehouse gives the business the ability to study past behaviours and actions, in order to understand where the business has been, determine its current situation and predict or change what will happen in the future.

The BI software provides drilldown capabilities, which allows users to click on information in the report to find relevant details about a specific piece of data. The BI cloud solution will provide standard reports that can be used immediately when the business starts making use of the cloud solution. Commonly requested business reports can be published in a centralised, managed and secured environment, which can be accessed from any part in the world.

The OLAP engine in the BI cloud solution makes it quick and easy to perform ad-hoc queries and analysis of large amounts of complex data across all aspects of the business. This allows the business to improve reporting for sales, marketing, management reporting, business process management, budgeting and forecasting, financial reporting and similar areas.

An important feature of the BI cloud is the dashboard that provides an executive information view of the business that is designed to be easy to read. The dashboard consolidates all information into a single, easy-to-use interface that allows managers to proactively identify problem areas in the business and take the necessary action to correct negative trends. It provides a visual presentation of performance measures and gives the business the flexibility to make more informed decisions based on collected BI. The dashboard saves time by running multiple reports and allows the manager to gain total visibility of all aspects in the business instantly.

The cloud vendor is responsible for keeping the software up to date and because the software is hosted off-site, it also does not make use of the critical resources that influence the company’s core business. Precious processing power and storage can be used to support the core business and what makes this model even more attractive is the fact that data analysis and mining algorithms can be executed any time of the day. The cloud solution is also accessible from anywhere in the world.

**IMPACT ON THE BUSINESS**

SaaS vendors like Panorama (Sullivan 2008) that brought analytics and reporting to Google created a SaaS BI solution that brings more robust OLAP, analytics and reporting, along with the cloud manner of low barrier-to-entry to their enterprise-class customers. Panorama also feels an advantage for companies that make use of BI SaaS solutions are the ability to implement a service only once eases pain on the IT side because they don’t have to continually update and maintain desktop BI applications.

With the BI SaaS solution there is more flexibility in obtaining the BI system on an as-needed basis. This allows the business to change
to the modernised SaaS version of the required functionality once better technology is available (Li, Sedayao, et al. 2009). The SaaS vendor is responsible for keeping the latest software and configuration up to date and this removes the upgrade hassle from the business (Schadler 2008:2).

RightScale’s (n.d.) customers felt that RightScale’s BI SaaS products work incredibly well together as if it were one product. The customers also felt that the low cost barrier, without having to sacrifice performance or functionality was an advantage to them and that the BI SaaS solution delivering results on the first day of business.

Cloud computing allows for scaling up and down as capacity is required by the business and this is paid incrementally to the cloud computing vendor (Rath 2008). By making use of a BI SaaS solution this shifts the financial burden for the business from an upfront capital expense to an on-going operating expense. With this the business pays for the service as it is required, rather than a large upfront investment (Schadler 2008:4). With the cloud-based solution there is a lower financial risk to the business because the business only pays for what they use and can terminate the contract at any time. With on-premise solutions, the business needs to spend money upfront for hardware and software with an uncertain payoff (Schadler 2009:6).

The key challenge faced by businesses when making use of a SaaS BI service is that moving large data sets to the cloud could get costly and recommends shipping disks to the BI SaaS provider (All 2009). Another challenge for the business will be security and they recommend that sensitive data needs to remain on-premise and that the data that gets stored in the cloud be protected with encryption keys, SSL and certificates to store data securely in the cloud (All 2009).

All (2009) also found that established BI vendors only offered limited services in the cloud and that integrating on-premise data with cloud components is still a challenge.

CONCLUSION

Businesses that are agile and responsive to continuous change will be able to compete in a dynamic global economy. This will allow the business to be aware of market trends and evolving customer desires and enable the organisation to identify opportunities in good time and introduce new products to the market faster.

BI provides the business with an instrument to analyse data sources and derive valuable information from the transactional data sources that provide key insights into their customers. This allows the business with the ability to make informed and intelligent business decisions. The business can also make use of BI to monitor changes in behaviour in the environment that could trigger specific actions or customer engagements. Implementing and supporting BI in the business, however, requires an enormous capital layout and large volumes of data that needs to be analysed to identify trends in the business’ data. It also requires enormous processing power, placing a great deal of pressure on the business resources.

Cloud computing services are described in this article as adjustable. Cloud computing provides scalability for peak periods and cost savings when usage is low. Clouds are designed to be dynamically scalable when more resources are required, so that software can be run on any available server with excess capacity. Cloud computing can be used by companies to address the issues that they are experiencing with their current onsite business intelligence solutions.

The data mining tools in the BI SaaS solution could provide the business with the relevant tools to make faster and more accurate strategic business decisions. By studying past behaviours, the business will have an enhanced understanding of the current situation and be better equipped to predict or influence change. This will allow the business to adopt the right strategy to achieve business objective (e.g. increased sales).

Making use of a BI SaaS solution is beneficial to the business but there is also some challenges that the business need to take into account before making use of this type of service. Moving large data sets to the cloud could get costly and security is also a concern when making use of cloud solutions. However, there is workarounds for these challenges and businesses need to do careful planning before moving to the cloud.

BI SaaS solution provides a more flexible model that aligns better with business objectives. This allows the business to evolve individual IT models, based strictly on business needs rather than on technology constraints. The business must find the right balance between the risks and rewards of computing in the cloud.
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